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JFA III, DLC, & Queen’s Nails Projects Presents:

The Love of All Above
Installation and Painting Work by John Felix Arnold III

Featuring Musical Performances by Daylight Curfew (Cassettes Won't Listen, Bisco 
Smith, Grizzly Grimace, Turnbull Green), Kool Kid Kreyola, and Him Downstairs

Saturday, February 4 – 21, 2012
Opening Reception: Saturday, February 4, 2012 6-8pm

Opening Night Performance: Saturday, February 4, 2012 8pm-12am
Closing Reception: Saturday February 18, 8pm-11pm Performances TBA

Queens Nails Projects is Located at 3191 Mission St., SF, CA 94110

SAN FRANCISCO, CA – December 18, 2011 – JFA III, DLC, & Queens Nails Projects are pleased to 
present The Love of All Above, an interactive art experience that melds fine art, installation, sound, 
and performances in a collaborative presentation conducted by John Felix Arnold III and featuring 
opening night performances by Daylight Curfew (Cassettes Won't Listen, Bisco Smith, Grizzly 
Grimace, Turnbull Green), Kool Kid Kreyola, and Him Downstairs.  Following the success of Past 
From the Blast (March 3rd 2011 : Kitsch Gallery : SF) with Japanther, The Love of All Above is the 
newest installment in a series of hyperbolized visual depictions of a post-apocalyptic future world 
called Unstoppable Tomorrow : The World of Future Antiquity.  

In this world human kind's obsessive drive to dominate and innovate leads to the reset of human 
civilization and a rebirth of gratitude and praise for that which they have, the struggles they have 
endured, and the lives they still maintain. The work for this exhibition continues to examine what 
Arnold sees as an impending shift in human evolution. The Love of All Above is an installation art piece 
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and environment that acts as a vehicle for performances as a conceptual and literal framework, and is 
an idea realized by Arnold, collaborated and elaborated on with the performers.  This show serves as a 
visual and aural document of what happens when science and society’s need for “bigger, better, faster, 
more” overtakes us, spinning out of control, becoming more than we can handle, and how this future 
society begins to deal with the wreckage and the rebuilding they are surrounded by. The work for this 
exhibition will feature, mixed media paintings, sculptural “relics”, costumes, and a central installation 
that will function as an altar and performance space.

The Love of All Above will be exhibited at Queen’s Nails Projects, located at 3191 Mission Street in 
San Francisco. The artist’s reception will be held on Saturday, February 4, 2012 from 6-8pm, followed 
by performances from the musical guests and collaborators. The exhibit runs from February 4th, 2012 
through February 21, 2012 with a closing reception on February 18, featuring final performances tba.

John Felix Arnold’s mixed media paintings combine a fine art aesthetic with a stylistic execution that’s 
intentionally derivative of graphic novels and comics. Equally influenced by this subversive genre of 
literature, modern dance, and his father’s collection of modern and abstract art, Arnold layers imagery 
with commentary to create a hybrid reality that references his synthesized human experience. 

For The Love of All Above, Arnold will present a graphic narrative of mixed media paintings in his 
signature style. Human forms anchor the narrative of the works while undulating forms writhe and 
contort around them and towards them as one organism on a background composed of layers of 
material that presents the chaos of man’s scientific creations. These creations are symbolized by 
fictionalized creature-forms Arnold refers to as “Astroknots”. These Astroknots are what will inevitably 
turn on their human creators, threaten man’s place at the top of the food chain, and cause him to build 
shelter from the obliterated remnants of the former world. 

The installation for The Love of All Above is a 3-dimensional object executed in the same layering 
process as Arnold’s paintings. The installation depicts one of these regressive, almost primitive, 
manmade altars constructed by the members of a once-progressive society that never questioned 
their actions and, ultimately, is forced to suffer the consequences. These characters have reverted to 
primal ways, and herein have chosen to construct this piece as a mode to give praise for every new 
breathe, every moment of life, and for that which still lives on. The music and content of each of the 
performances fits with the spirit of this future-primitive scenario and will offer a soundscape that not 
only compliments the visual experience, but wraps the audience, the artist, and performers together.

The Love of All Above invites viewers to understand the situations that determine the future of 
humanity and planetary events while giving praise for the hope that still exists in the present. Arnold 
intends for this exhibition to serve as a gathering for viewers to enjoy shelter from the chaos and to 
feel a spiritual sense of togetherness with Arnold acting as the documentarian scribe and the 
performers as his musical cohorts, story tellers, and ritual leaders.

John Felix Arnold III -was born in Durham, NC in 1980. The product of two dancers, his childhood 
was a mixture of artistic freedom, pure discipline and technique in everything he did. He has been 
drawing literally since he could pick up a crayon or a pencil. He was exposed to the 80′s arts scene in 
New York as a child, the insanity that was NYC at this time, traveling to major cities across the globe 
with his father’s dance company (Pilobolous), and the dying city that was Durham N.C. in the 80′s. 
Through these early, extremely intense experiences he developed eyes and a way of seeing that 
informed his art at a young age, and still does today. He moved to Brooklyn, NY on his own in 1998 to 
continue his art education at Pratt Institute where he graduated in 2002 with a BFA in Communication 
Design. He then moved to San Francisco to study Graduate Print Making at the San Francisco Art 
Institute in 2006 and has lived in the Bay Area ever since. He has shown at The Luggage Store 
Gallery, 941 Geary Gallery,  Bold Hype Gallery, Old Crow Gallery, Roto Fugi Gallery, Ichy’s Gallery, 



and many more.  He works in painting, drawing, print making, installation, and sound, and has created 
a whole new world and way of seeing. One in which the viewer is to become a part of his experience 
and conversation, and let their imagination thrive inside of that conversation.
felixthethirdrock.com

johnfelixarnoldiii.wordpress.com/blog

Cassettes Won't Listen-Cassettes Won't Listen is the brainchild of Los Angeles-based, multi-
instrumentalist and producer Jason Drake. A partner and previous director of marketing for famed 
indie hip-hop record label, Definitive Jux, Jason relocated from Brooklyn to Los Angeles in 2009 to 
record his latest solo record, EVINSPACEY. A follow up to his 2008 release, Small-Time Machine, 
CWL's newest project is a synth/sample-driven record showcasing Jason's contemplative and melodic 
vocals while experimenting with dark and otherworldly themes of travel, distance and despondency. 
Three years in the making, the title is a nod to his newly adopted hometown, his fascination with 
exploration, observations of broken hope within the city, and of course, those who sit on top. 
cassetteswontlisten.com

soundcloud.com/cassetteswontlisten

BISCO SMITH -Broadcasting from New York City for the past decade, presently residing in Los 
Angeles, CA. His debut release under Bisc1, titled The Basics EP (2006), gained the favorable 
attention of music critics and his subsequent release, The Stay Up Project mixtape (2007) was and still 
is a heavily downloaded project. Bisco's penchant for capturing our chaotic reality with his narratives, 
images, and collaborations has earned him a reputation as one of the most honest and creative artists 
of today.

Bisco Smith is also an accomplished visual artist. Working visually with such labels as Definitive Jux, 
Ninja Tune, Nature Sounds, Embedded Music, and others. His art has been featured in magazines, art 
house coffee table books, and galleries. (2008) He released the critically acclaimed album When 
Electric Night Falls, toured the US, and performed at CMJ, SXSW, Scribble Jam, and NXNE. In 2009, 
Bisco released a multimedia project including the audio and visual pieces from 40 plus other artists, 
entitled The Strange Love Project. In (2010) The Broadcast LP was self released, and followed up by a 
light US and a full European Tour. (2011) Cassettes Won't Listen combined audio forces to create, The 
Freeze Tag. Releasing an ep / full animated visual series with artists Bishop203 and Vidoli. With 
numerous tours, events, placements, mixes, press and accolades under his belt. 2012 brings brand 
new projects, collaborations, new energy and clear focus to the future.   
biscosmith.com

soundcloud.com/bisco-smith

Grizzly Grimace-Back in 2003 a kid from long island by the name of Chris (or "Belly" to his friends) 
made an album called "What the fuck is Grimace"? Far from a underground hit or a groundbreaking 
album, WTFIG was straight off a 12 track, lo fi, gritty shit. Basically a demo of sorts. If you heard it you 
may have nodded your head once or twice and probably asked, "Who is this"? Dude could rhyme with 
a flow, presence and delivery that could hang with any high caliber MC. Well, 8 years later, he's back. 
After interning and briefly working as an assistant engineer for a well known commercial recording 
studio in NYC. He toured with Bisco Smith, as well as produced Bisco's last two albums under the 
moniker Jonathan or J Vegus. Grimace's new record, Whole Lies and Half Truths is almost entirely 
produced by French hip hop producer, Le Parasite. The album features Daylight Curfew artists 
Cassettes Wont Listen, Bisco Smith and label-mate Dezmatic. Whole Lies and Half Truths dropped 
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this summer on Pigfood Records. Check out these downloads and stay tuned to everything Daylight 
Curfew has to offer.
pigfoodrecords.com

soundcloud.com/grizzlygrimace

Turnbull Green-It was many and many years ago. In a small town suburb by the sea: outside the big 
lights of New York City. A faceless artist grew up whom you may know by the name of Turnbull Green. 
A kid growing up smoking joints, watching videos in the 90's when they were on MTV. Before he 
realized his own life was compromised by moments, which at the time seemed insignificant, but later it 
was revealed as monumental moments of shaping young Turnbull Greens life; where he was 
mesmerized by the world of music. A period of years where his passion of music flourished and his 
days were spent exploring the greats. The friendships and love taught him the tools of life. With what 
came, was with these bonds, were story's that ran as deep as the movie Stand By Me, and were 
attached forever by there own debauchery. Touching all vital elements of life such as love, deeper then 
the deepest seas we all have. That one girl, the innocent love you had more then the girl you had a 
crush on in 3rd grade. They taught themselves how to survive; knowing they didn't have father figures 
or shit but themselves. Turnbull Green is a fuck you to the modern day fairytale: where he uses his 
music as his story's with no time for second out takes and time washes his obsession and space, his 
only escape. Its your breakfast for tomorrow, Turnbull Green.
takearecord.com 

soundcloud.com/turnbullgreen

Kool Kid Kreyola- Kool Kid Kreyola is an ongoing project, created by artist Erlin Geffrard illuminating 
the inner workings of one painters mind. Ordained at age 19, this fifth generation voudon priest 
struggles to understand his divine title. Dealing with issues such as hollywoods depiction of zombies, 
creation of race culture, and dumb fat Americans. All mixed in the form of visual and aural art such as 
painting, film, video, live performance, audio paintings and other media forms and mediums. The 
representations that are given to the public are meant to be understood in a fine art context. KKK is 
used in a new context as an individual and genre in the art world to turn its meaning on its head, the 
power of humor is used to combat contemporary hypocrisy that still stand true! in America since the 
days of slavery and jim crow laws.
http://bitchipaint.com/

Him Downstairs-Him Downstairs is made up of the SF-based wife & husband team of Rhea & Joel St. 
Julien.  They were married during the first war for human survival, circa 2987 (time is collapsing so the 
exact date is unknown), and are approximately 1,050 years old.  Joel, a monastic curator of Sound, 
plays locally as The General as a part of the band called Ellul.  Rhea is a priestess of Movement and 
therefore spends most of her time re-membering people’s souls to their bodies.  Their daughter, Olive, 
might just be the First Unknown, the one we have been waiting for, meant to bring humanity back to 
the fore.  As for right now, they just want some fucking milk and cookies. 

Queen's Nails Projects-Queen's Nails Projects is located in the Mission District of San Francsico, 
and is co-directed and curated by Julio Cesar Morales, Pablo Guardiola, Zoe Taleporos, and Kim 
Silva. 
queensnailsprojects.com
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